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Processing sequences of online queries with an efficient response time is crucial for the new data management systems. To
address this challenge, we proposed the ModulAr Semantic CAching fRAmework (MASCARA), in which Semantic Caching
(SC) is used for a fast and accurate logs processing tool in a security monitoring system. Although MASCARA pointed out the
expensive modules, we have not yet discussed an architecture in which they leverage the accelerators of Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA). Therefore, in this paper, we propose a MASCARA-FPGA cooperation model and related major accelerators.
We also explain the pipeline model in which multiple accelerators can run in parallel. Because Query Trimming can reduce
the response time by factors of up to 2.8x for a single kernel, we confirm the potential of building the full MASCARA-FPGA
model.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: FPGA acceleration, semantic caching, query optimisation

1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, Big Data has led to the emergence of new data management systems as an alternative to Relational
Database Management Systems (RDBMS), such as: column-stores, or Massive Parallel Processing (MPP). Some of
these systems can be deployed on a specified query engine, such as Spark [1], on top of a distributed file system.
As a case study, an IoT security monitoring system with the HTTP log analysis tool is designed to ensure the
safety by observing unusual events. This monitoring tool is based on a variety of specified information reasoning
from an enormous number of access logs. For example, this tool can consist of select-project queries to get the
traffic for a given time. Thus, reducing the response time of these online queries is a real challenge.

To achieve this goal, there are two basic approaches: 1) Speeding up the execution time of a query by offloading
it from CPU to a high-speed computing unit; or 2) Exploiting resources and knowledge contained in the queries
themselves by a caching system. With the first approach, to overcome the CPU limits, the trend is evolving
to explore the acceleration of query execution via Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) [5]. FPGAs with
partial runtime-reconfiguration capability can close the gap between flexibility of CPU and the performance of
specialized hardware accelerators. In the mean time, with the second approach, the query engines have not yet
implemented any technique to exploit the semantic relevance between 𝑄1 and 𝑄2. Therefore, our goal is to build a
query processing platform on FPGA with semantic caching (SC) as a combination of these two approaches to optimize
the performance.
Related works On one hand, we have some noticeable accelerating approaches on FPGA without constructing

a cache or applying the semantic theory. Sukhwani et al. [12] proposed FGPA accelerated database system in which
the analytics queries are offloaded from the host running the workload to the FPGA composable accelerators.
Mueller et al. [8] proposed Glacier, the query to hardware compiler, which can compose a digital circuit using
various implemented operators. This approach is only suitable for a known query set. Dennl et al. [3] presented
concepts for multi-processing queries in MySQL. This approach focuses on restriction and aggregation operators
and thus cannot evaluate more complex queries. Sidler et al. [11] presented DoppioDB, which extends MonetDB
on FPGAs. In cooperation with DoppioDB, Owaida et al. [9] provided the Centaur framework to bridge the gap
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between CPUs and FPGAs. Recently, Wang et al. [14] approached the advantage of programmability offered by
the OpenCL to generate an optimal plan for relational query processing on FPGA.
On the other hand, there are some remarkable researches or proposals regarding semantic exploitation. SC

was studied and proved by Dar et al. [2] or Keller et al. [7] as an effective solution compared to pages or tuples
caching. Moreover, we have the research of Zhou et al. [15] to exploit the semantic equivalence between queries.
Although these researches were not presented in the context of acceleration on FPGA, they confirmed that data
reasoning based on the semantic approach could speed up the performance of the data management system.
Meanwhile, Salami et al. [10] proposed an efficient cache on FPGA to store partly or entirely the hash table for
hash join operator where CPU is difficult to have strong robustness and high speed. Unfortunately, their cache
did not exploit the advantages of SC or query equivalence.
Our previous works. To the best of our knowledge, proposing SC on FPGA has not yet been studied. Thus, we

had a vision of multi-layer framework for IoT security monitoring tool [4] without addressing the semantic
processing. Later, we presented ModulAr Semantic CAching fRAmework (MASCARA) [6] that describe the
semantic processing on host only. We also pointed out which module in MASCARA is expensive in computing
time so that it can be interesting to offload and accelerate by FPGA.
Contributions. This paper address the following challenge: we have not yet had an MASCARA architecture

from the hardware perspective in which the modules are expressed on FPGA to leverage its computing kernels.
Therefore, in order to address this challenge, our objective is to present the following new contributions:

(i) A cooperation model in which MASCARA’s stages or modules are addressed on FPGA as computing kernels.
(ii) Query Trimming kernels in the model of pipeline execution .
(iii) The preliminary results from single to multiple kernels to confirm the acceleration of Query Trimming on

FPGA.

2 MASCARA ARCHITECTURE
This section presents briefly the SC as an optimization solution in which the modules of MASCARA are described.

Semantic Caching. SC enables data reasoning effectively, reducing data transmission on servers, and exploit-
ing the relevance of query [2], [7]. Consider that SC stores a semantic entity SE: (𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 <′ 17/03/2020−10 : 00 : 00′)
that points to a result set of data in cache. Then, an incoming query INCQ: (𝑖𝑝 =′ 208.115.111.72′) would be di-
vided into: PROBEQ: (𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 <′ 17/03/2020−10 : 00 : 00′∧ 𝑖𝑝 =′ 208.115.111.72′) processed in cache to retrieve the
portion of the result available. Meanwhile, REMAINQ: (𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 ≠′ 17/03/2020− 10 : 00 : 00′∧ 𝑖𝑝 =′ 208.115.111.72′)
has to retrieve any missing tuples from the server.
MASCARA overview. Based on this approach, the MASCARA [6] is composed of 4 main stages: (1) Query

Broking, (2) Query Trimming, (3) Semantic Management, and (4) Result refining. The modular approach allows us
to reuse cache services or focus only on developing a cache solution. In MASCARA’s previous work, all of the
modules are deployed on the host at the software level.
Within MASCARA, the Query Broking stage materializes the query into various types of elements. The

elements of an incoming query would be turned and stored as a tuple 𝑄 < 𝑄𝑅, 𝑄𝐴, 𝑄𝑃 , 𝑄𝐹 , 𝑄𝐶 > with R is a
Relation, A is an Attribute, P is a Predicate, F is an aggregate Function (SUM, MAX, MIN), and C is the number
of records. This semantic tuple 𝑄 will be trimmed to Probe Queries PQ(s) and Remainder Queries RQ(s) by
Query Trimming stage based on its relationship with semantic segments 𝑆 < 𝑆𝑅, 𝑆𝐴, 𝑆𝑃 , 𝑆𝐹 , 𝑆𝐶 > that are stored
in Semantic Management stage. According to SC theory, each 𝑆𝑖 points to the result set of data that is presented
by Semantic Data Region in the cache. Last, the Result Refining stage will create the final answer for the user by
combining the result sets of PQ(s) and (RQ)s together.
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Fig. 1. An overview of MASCARA architecture

Query Trimming. This stage plays an important role due to its complex procedure of rewriting the incoming
query to PQ(s) and RQ(s) [6]. Thus, we proposed two sub-stages: Semantic Matching and Semantic Extracting,
that could be executed in parallel.
Semantic Matching is a process in which we have Attribute Matching of (𝑄𝐴, 𝑆𝐴) and Predicate Matching of

(𝑄𝑃 , 𝑆𝑃 ) from the input pair (𝑄, 𝑆). The Attribute Matching computes the Common Attribute (𝐶𝐴 = 𝑄𝐴 ∩ 𝑆𝐴) and
Difference Attribute (𝐷𝐴 = 𝑄𝐴 − 𝑆𝐴) from (𝑄𝐴, 𝑆𝐴). Meanwhile, the Predicate Matching identifies the Intersection
(𝑄𝑃 ∩ 𝑆𝑃 ), Difference (𝑄𝑃 \ 𝑆𝑃 ) and Implication (𝑄𝑃 → 𝑆𝑃 ) relationship from (𝑄𝑃 , 𝑆𝑃 ).

Based on the results of them, the output of Semantic Matching could be one of the following case: Totally
Contained, Horizontal Matching, Vertical Matching, Mixed Matching and NO Matching that are presented as
semantic box approach in [2]. For each case, the Semantic Extracting will create the PQ(s) and RQ(s) as outputs.

Limitation. Up to now, MASCARA hasn’t addressed the stages or modules as accelerated kernels on FPGA,
such as: the Query Trimming engine, or the cache in Semantic Management. Thus, to address this challenge, our
vision is to propose a cooperation model in which we leverage the computing kernels of FPGA.

3 MASCARA-FPGA COOPERATION MODEL
In this section, we introduce a hardware perspective model to address the cooperation between MASCARA and
relevant major components on FPGA for semantic processing and query executing (as shown in Figure 2). Then,
we present the accelerators of Query Trimming within a pipeline execution model.
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Query Reformer. Besides the MASCARA’s stages, we also have Query Reformer engine to remove the
unnecessary elements in queries before materializing them into 𝑄 by Query Broking stage. As a result, by
improving the appearance of the query, this engine will reduce the complexity of generated remainder queries
later.
FPGA-Adapter. To maintain the communication between modules on host and FPGA, we use an adapter to

transfer𝑄 and also the data blocks through the PCIe interface. This FPGA-Adapter has to compose a foreign-data
wrapper, i.e., Java Wrapper, to build the calling method of accelerators.

Fig. 2. MASCARA-FPGA co-operation model and its major components. The stages of MASCARA are expressed in red font,
i.e. Semantic Matching Accelerator

MASCARA on FPGA. Because the Query Trimming is expensive in computing time compared to the other
stages of MASCARA, we want to offload it to FPGA [6]. Moreover, Query Trimming needs to cooperate with
Semantic Management to generate the output PQ(s) and RQ(S). Thus, placing also the Semantic Management on
FPGA is a complementary solution to reduce the data communication between host and FPGA. Our vision is
implementing the modules of Query Trimming and Semantic Management on FPGA using the same concepts of
query rewriting, cache organization and replacement strategy that are presented in our previous work [6].
For Query Trimming, we construct different sets of accelerators that are relevant to semantic matching and

extracting, such as accelerators of Attribute Matching or Predicate Matching. They can be invoked from the host
or other accelerators directly according to execution data flow. Meanwhile, we place the Semantic Management
on DDR of FPGA and divide it into two parts: Semantic Info Table to store list of 𝑆𝑖 and Semantic Data Region
to store relevant result set of 𝑆𝑖 . These DDRs have a high bandwidth to and from the configurable region of
MASCARA to ensure the performance of Query Trimming’s kernels. For each 𝑆𝑖 , we support to store the element
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< 𝑆𝑃 > in forms of Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) in which we have 𝑃1 ∨ 𝑃2 ∨ ... ∨ 𝑃𝑛 . In detail, a predicate 𝑃𝑖 is
separated to the Range Indicators 𝑅𝐼 in forms of Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF): 𝑃𝑖 = 𝑅𝐼1 ∧ 𝑅𝐼2 ∧ ... ∧ 𝑅𝐼𝑛 . A 𝑅𝐼

is an object that could be represented as an interval (𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑,𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑) or an 𝐸𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 . Currently,
we provide the comparison operators: <, >,=, ≥, ≤,≠ for RI.

Query Process Controller. QPC controls the trimming life cycle of 𝑄 from Semantic Matching to Semantic
Extracting accelerators. To leverage themost out of FPGA’s power, PQ(s) and RQ(s) are considered to be accelerated
by using the library of database (DB) operators within the QPC’s management. If PQ(s) or RQ(s) contains any
unsupported operator, they would be transferred and executed on the host instead. Of course, for the execution
of RQ(s), we take into account the challenge of traditional data offloading mechanism where the overhead of data
transmission from host to FPGA accelerators can occur.
Based on the status of Operator Manager, the Finite State Machine (FSM) creates the control signals to the

Interconnection Unit in which a physical planning is constructed for query executing.

3.1 MASCARA accelerators
We present the data flow of Query Trimming on FPGA in Figure 3 to emphasize the effectiveness of accelerators,
such as: Attribute Matching, Predicate Matching, and Semantic Extracting. Thus, the most advantage of FPGA
kernels is that the throughput of Query Trimming (PQ, RQ) increases by processing each pair (𝑄 , 𝑆𝑖 ) in parallel
from matching to extracting.
Attribute Matching kernel. We take 𝑄 < 𝑄𝐴1,𝐴2,...,𝐴𝑛 > from 𝑄 and 𝑆 < 𝑆𝐴1,𝐴2,...,𝐴𝑚 > from 𝑆𝑖 as two

inputs. Using a nested iteration, we compare the attributes of two input arrays. As a result, the outputs could be
maintained as the collection: 𝐶𝐴 and 𝐷𝐴.

Predicate Matching kernel.We take 𝑄 < 𝑄𝑃1,𝑃2,...,𝑃𝑛 > and 𝑆 < 𝑆𝑃1,𝑃2,...,𝑃𝑚 > as two inputs. The Predicate
Matching accelerator is more complex than the Attribute Matching accelerator. We have to implement three
engines: Intersection, Difference, and Implication from predicates to ranges. Predicate Matching is expensive due
to the complexity of Difference engine when its computing becomes intense quickly with a large number of 𝑄𝑃

or 𝑆𝑃 .
Semantic Extracting kernel. Using the outputs from Attribute and Predicate Matching, we can construct

PQ and RQ(s) in the Semantic Extracting kernel. For example, 𝐷𝐴 is used to build 𝑅𝑄1 < 𝑅𝑄𝐴 > meanwhile 𝐷𝑃

is used to build 𝑅𝑄1 < 𝑅𝑄𝑃 >. As soon as PQ and RQ(s) appear, they will be stored in the buffer of execution and
wait for the decision of QPC that they could be executed/accelerated on FPGA or not based on the available DB
accelerators.

3.2 Pipeline model for multiple accelerators
Because these MASCARA accelerators can be executed in parallel, we gain two main benefits: 1) We can apply a
pipeline model to process the pair of (𝑄 , 𝑆𝑖 ) as soon as the accelerators are available; 2) Suppose that hardware
resources of FPGA are sufficient to create the multiple instances of accelerators, we could reduce the total
matching time between 𝑄 and a set of 𝑆𝑖 .
Assuming that we have two instances for each MASCARA’s accelerators. From a theoretical point of view,

we consider the execution times of accelerators are equal without regarding the complexity of their prototypes.
As shown in Figure 4, we can execute (𝑄1, 𝑆1), (𝑄1, 𝑆2) in parallel and forward result to Extracting as next stage
of pipeline. Thus, the throughput of Query Trimming with multiple accelerators in the pipeline model will be
increased compared to the sequential or purely pipeline version. Meanwhile, from the practical point of view, to
build this pipeline model for multiple accelerators, we have to cope with defining the streaming connections and
managing the data flow between pipeline stages.
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Fig. 3. Dataflow ofQuery Trimming on FPGA

4 PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS
The completely MASCARA-FPGA becomes a real challenge in which we need the kernels to accelerate: 1) Query
Trimming, and 2) Semantic Data Management for query execution. Therefore, to show the potential of our
model, in this experiment, we currently focus on confirming the capability of Query Trimming on FPGA without
accelerating their outputs (PQs, RQs) based on Semantic Data Management.
Configuration. The host is an Intel® Core™ i7-6700 CPU 3.40GHz, and FPGA is an Alveo U200 Xilinx Card.

To develop the accelerators, we use the Vitis™ platform from Xilinx.
Workloads. Because we have not accelerated yet the PQ(s) or RQ(s) from Query Trimming, we only need

to construct a list of segments 𝑆 to match and extract with query 𝑄 . Thus, we initialize Semantic Info Table on
DDR with 100 segments that has up to 15 attributes based on EDGAR log file data set of SEC.gov [13]. We create
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Fig. 4. Query Trimming kernels in pipeline model

four sets of Select-Project queries but later, for the completely MASCARA-FPGA model, we plan to use TPC-DS
benchmark.
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Fig. 5. Total response time of Query Trimming stage

Evaluation. An advantage of Query Trimming is that we do not need too much hardware resources. In detail,
it consumes 5703 FFs, 7535 LUTs and 31 BRAMs. We compare the response time of Query Trimming through
host only version and multiple kernels on FPGA. As shown in Figure 5, the host only version (green) always
has the lowest performance. In particular, if we just use only one Query Trimming kernel (blue), the average
response time is reduced by factors of up to 2.8x. Moreover, we confirm that the more kernels we have, the better
speed-up we can get. For example, with 4 kernels (red), we have a better response time by factors of up to 9.6x.
The management of multiple kernels was presented through Figure 4 in section 3.2. In complete MASCARA-

FPGA later, although we can create more kernels, we have to optimize their instances in context of the outputs
execution (PQs, RQs).

5 CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we propose the MASCARA-FPGA cooperation model in which stages or modules are addressed
as computing kernels. Through preliminary results of Query Trimming, we confirm that building a completely
MASCARA-FPGA is potential.

Future work includes the full implementation of MASCARA-FPGA for Select-Project-Join queries with Aggre-
gation. Moreover, we have to study the effectiveness of data organization, i.e, dictionary-based approach instead
of raw data, or replacement strategy for Semantic Data Region on FPGA.
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